
edu:

[2014]: SUNY new paltz - BA audio production

[2020]: flatiron school - full stack bootcamp

tech:                       

git, vim, bash/zsh, pgsql, ruby, rails, nodejs, 
js/ts, html, s/css, tailwind, vue, react, 
nextjs, framer-motion, threejs, heroku, vercel, 
aws, postman, ci/cd, touchdesigner

want to learn:

rust, tauri, glsl, svelte, 3D printing

like:

climbing, camping, music, nintendo, puzzles, 
board games, mtg, volleyball, eating

[well, comfy, learning]

exp:

[2015 ~ 2020]: ‘kichin’ - owner/general manage
 over $1M gross revenu
 managed ~15 staf
 accolades received by nytimes, bon appetite, infatuation, new yorker, timeout



[3/21 ~ 6/21]: ‘artby.city’ - frontend assis
 wrote unit tests & fixed minor bugs in ui [vue]



[6/21 ~ now]: ‘Hypno’ - full stack de
 write documentation for existing and new cod
 provide technical support directly to client
 built email template generator allowing quick creation of branded templates [rails/vue
 rebuilt internal tool used for configuring ios app ui to include multi-edit and built-in asset 
upload using aws lambda [rails/vue

 integrated web3 capabilities for real time blockchain data fetching & interaction and designed 
new user flows, nft ticket validation & nft content creation [rails

 refactored backend business logic using rails interactor pattern [rails
 began rebuild of more performant frontend admin dashboard leveraging ssr [nextjs/tailwind
 scripted numerous creative outputs for clients using proprietary software, while also 
developing more focused methods of api usage, building better workflows for repetetive tasks, 
and pushing the company toward more accessible methods of branded output creation [nyx, js, 
glsl, coreimage

 independently learned touchdesigner to develop a highly customized experience for one of our 
larger clients to be shipped worldwide across multiple installations. the app is capable of 
generating complex creative outputs, real time output manipulation via midi, and hooks into 
our current content delivery pipeline [touchdesigner/rails]

me:

i am a 31 year old full stack dev that previously owned and operated a restaurant.  I curiously 
gravitate towards anything that requires problem solving ability.  I know how to work well 
independently, but love when i have the opportunity to collaborate with others. my current 
objective as a developer is to attain enough knowledge and skill in order to provide mentorship 
to others.

bryan j. moon 


bryanmoon1991@ =>

917.991.2319




